BD Eclipse ™ Needle
with SmartSlip ™ Technology

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

NÁVODA ZA UPOTREBU
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INSTRUÇÕES DE USO
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INSTRUZIONI PER L'USO
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KÄYTTÖOHJE

ČOPIRE KRŽHJE

BRUKSANVISNING

INSTRUKCJA UŻYCI

CAUTION

WHERE LOCAL ANESTHETIC SOLUTIONS ARE ADMINISTERED VIA NEEDLE INSERTION, A FRESH DISPOSABLE NEEDLE SHOULD BE USED TO REDUCE THE RISK OF INJURY TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL WHILE REMOVING THE NEEDLE. NEVER USE THE NEEDLE TO REMOVE THE DISPOSABLE NEEDLE FROM ITS STERILE PACKING.

READ THE ENTIRE INSTRUCTION SHEET BEFORE REMOVING THE DISPOSABLE NEEDLE FROM ITS STERILE PACKING.

To help avoid MICUOSO, use Heparinized and sterile Intracath devices due to their needle less technology, or use the protective mechanism immediately after use.

Extrusion of BD Eclipse ™ Needles before use.

English

1) Push firmly when attaching the needle to the syringe. Pull back on the acting screw. Grasp the syringe with one hand and with the other hand pull the needle handle straight up.

2) Articulate safety mechanism immediately after injection. Grasp post firmly on the little finger pad and push the arched rear 'tip' over the needle until you hear a soft click. Visually confirm that the needle retractor is properly engaged in an approved device container.

3) Use one handed technique and detach parts from left hand. For greater safety, ONLY use the BD branded finger pad area to activate the safety cover.

Activation of the protective mechanism may cause temporary disability of any body part remaining on the needle after injection.

Sterilization: Doses may be sterilized in accordance with applicable regulations and institutional policy.
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